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NEWS BITES

100 Days Until
Graduation
On January 18
Michealsen centras
students came to
celebrate 100 days till
their graduation. The
Class of 2018 enjoyed
live music, great food
and the company of
MCs JD Mininger and
Andrew Jones.
Read More

Spiritual Life
Retreat

LCC at LITEXPO
2018

Nearly 50 students
attended the Spring
Spiritual Life Retreat on
February 3, which
focused on the theme
"Rise and Go" (Luke
17:19). Students spent
the day off campus
spending time with one
another.

On February 8-10,
students, staff and
faculty represented LCC
at Litexpo, the biggest
educational fair in
Lithuania. It was a
wonderful opportunity
for us to meet future
students.

Read More

FEATURED STORIES

Read More

LCC Alumnus | The First Male
Executive Editor for a Fashion
Magazine in Lithuania

LCC Recruiters | Meeting
High School Students Across
Europe to Introduce LCC

I believe that the choices we make
build us into who we are in the end. I
do not have a final destination, but I
enjoy watching my life taking different
routes that sometimes might not
make much sense. Deep in my heart I
have a safe feeling that it will make
sense eventually, so I do not need to
worry, but rather enjoy the process.
The puzzle is getting fuller each day,
and I trust God knows what it will look
like for me.

At LCC we have five Admissions
recruiters who are continuously on
the road representing LCC. Their work
might at times seem invisible because
they do not have a traditional desk
job; however, their contribution to the
work and mission of the LCC
community is tremendous. We
interviewed three recruiters, Ina from
Albania, Angelina and Hanna from
Ukraine, and asked them to share the
details of their job.

Read More

Read More

VIDEO

Ieva Pikžirnytė graduated from LCC in 2011 with a degree in International
Business Administration. In 2013, she received a Master's degree (MSc) in Food
Identity from Groupe Ecole supérieure d'Agriculture d'Angers in France.
Currently, she is a food editor at “Beatos virtuvėje“ (Eng. “In Beata's Kitchen”)
for magazines, new books and TV programs. To learn more about her personal
and professional story, please watch the video.

Watch Video
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